Detailed comparison of two molecular models of the human CD40 ligand with an x-ray structure and critical assessment of model-based mutagenesis and residue mapping studies.
The interactions between the B cell receptor CD40 and its ligand on T cells are critical for the integrity of immune responses. The human CD40 ligand gp39, a tumor necrosis factor-like protein, has been the subject of intense efforts to identify the receptor-binding site and to analyze naturally occurring mutations that compromise gp39 function in vivo. These investigations relied heavily on molecular models of gp39, built in the presence of only approximately 25% sequence identity to tumor necrosis factor. The x-ray structure of gp39 has made it possible to assess modeling accuracy and to evaluate the results of model-based mutagenesis analyses. Although the models display local errors, their accuracy was sufficient to predict the CD40-binding site, to map natural mutations, and to rationalize their effects. One of five gp39 residues critical for CD40 binding was displaced in the models, and 1 of 21 point mutants was incorrectly classified. Factors most important for the reliability of the molecular models and their successful applications were valid sequence alignments and the focus of experimental studies on regions of high prediction confidence. Analysis of mutagenesis experiments correlated with anti-gp39 monoclonal antibody binding studies to assess the conformational integrity of mutant proteins.